Boundary effects of molecular diffusion in nanoporous materials: a pulsed field gradient nuclear magnetic resonance study.
The boundary conditions of intraparticle diffusion in nanoporous materials may be chosen to approach the limiting cases of either absorbing or reflecting boundaries, depending on the host-guest system under study and the temperature of measurement. Pulsed field gradient nuclear magnetic resonance is applied to monitor molecular diffusion of n-hexane and of an n-hexane-tetrafluoromethane mixture adsorbed in zeolite crystallites of type NaX under either of these limiting conditions. Taking advantage of the thus-established peculiarities of mass transfer at the interface between the zeolite bulk phase and the surrounding atmosphere, three independent routes for probing the crystal size are compared. These techniques are based on (i) the measurement of the effective diffusivity under complete confinement, (ii) the application of the so-called NMR tracer desorption technique, and (iii) an analysis of the time dependence of the effective diffusivity in the short-time limit where, by an appropriate variation of the adsorbate and the measuring conditions, the limiting cases of reflecting and adsorbing boundaries could be considered. All these techniques are found to yield coinciding results, which are in excellent agreement with the crystal sizes determined by microscopy.